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A
nne Boleyn is dead, and 
the opening to Hilary 
Mantel’s final instalment 
of her trilogy depicting 
King Henry VIII’s 

unparalleled reign through the eyes  
of his wily advisor Thomas Cromwell 
grips you from the very first page.  
We are at the scaffold where the 
queen’s body lies “belly down, hands 
outstretched, it swims in a pool of 
crimson, the blood seeping between 
the planks”. The French executioner, 
specially shipped in for his expertise, 
picks up Anne’s bloody severed head, 
wraps it in linen and hands it to one 
of the queen’s women, who shudders 
both from the sheer horror and the 
weight – “a head is heavier than you 
expect” notes the author. It’s vintage 
Hilary Mantel, soaked in the gore of 
the scene and picking up every human 
detail to immediately transport us 
back to the capricious, dangerous 
Tudor court. 

The Mirror & The Light weighs in 
at close to 900 pages. Together with 
Wolf Hall (published in 2009) and 
Bring Up the Bodies (2012), the work 
is epic and captivating. The first two 
novels each netted the top literary 
accolade of a Man Booker Prize for 
Fiction, and this full stop to her tale of 

treachery, power and politics in 16th 
century England is certainly worth the 
eight-year wait. Could it steal another 
Booker? It’s highly possible. Hilary 
Mantel, 67, who was made a dame in 
2014, is now the undisputed queen of 
historical fiction. She has taken the 
genre to a whole new level of literary 
prowess while also bringing mass 
market readers along for the ride. 

Like her protagonist Thomas 
Cromwell, the author comes from 
humble origins, raised in Derbyshire 
in England’s north. She was the first  
in her family to go to university,  
where she studied law, and afterwards 
worked briefly as social worker in a 
geriatric hospital. In 1977 she moved 
to Botswana with her geologist 
husband, Gerald, for five years and 
then to Saudi Arabia. 

All the time Hilary was suffering 
from undiagnosed endometriosis, which 
was eventually operated on when she 
was 27. Her womb and ovaries were 
removed in surgery – which Hilary 
wasn’t expecting – and unfortunately 
after a few years’ respite, the condition 
returned and more operations followed. 
As well as suffering a great deal of 
pain, Hilary was unable to have 
children. Yet the one positive from her 
illness is that she began writing fiction.

What is it that captivates you about 
the machinations of the Tudor court?
HM: Henry’s reign in particular seems 
to contain all the stories you could 
ever want. They are about sex and 
power and family, and they tell 
themselves supersize and in brilliant 
colour. Nothing I could make up –  
or anybody could make up – would 
equal a king with six wives, who 
executed two of them. They’re like us, 
and they’re not – we understand their 
drives and desires, but the way they 
fulfil them is alien and often terrifying.

From the start you made Thomas 
Cromwell, Henry VIII’s political 
advisor, your hero. Why?
HM: He’s not so much the hero as the 
focus of attention. He’s central to → 

As Hilary Mantel reveals her brilliant new novel, she talks to Juliet Rieden 
about her fascination with King Henry VIII, how today’s monarchy compares 

to the Tudor court and the debilitating illness which helped her write.

Hilary Mantel’s new book,  
The Mirror & The Light, 

completes her trilogy on  
the Tudor court.

“Nothing  
I could make 

up would 
equal a king 

with six wives.”

Dame Hilary  
MANTEL

The final 
curtain
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Henry’s reign, and yet in many 
accounts he was absent, or he was 
caricatured. When I began the trilogy, 
biographers hadn’t served him very 
well. In fiction, drama, he was 
underimagined. His very unknowability 
attracted me – his resistant qualities. 
He’s endlessly ambiguous – certainly 
worth a trilogy.

The reign of Henry VIII has been 
picked over endlessly. When you first 
began work on this trilogy, how hard 
was it to chip away the propaganda, 
the fake news and especially the 
female stereotypes evident in earlier 
depictions of Henry’s court?
HM: I’m still working on that!  
People tend to believe what their 
schoolteachers told them – or those 
soapy historical novels they read as 
teenagers. I am here to upset your 
notions, erase what you think you 
know, and offer your imagination a 
version that is more subtle, more 
nuanced, and owes more to the 
documentary record. 

Do you feel a responsibility to 
historical accuracy? Or, since this is 
fiction, are the historical figures and 
situations a starting point for your 
own creation?
HM: I stick to the record, as far as the 
record goes. I find the gaps and work 
away in them. I don’t distort the truth 
to make it more convenient for my 
fiction – I try to make my fiction 
supple enough to twine itself around 
the truth. 

In The Mirror & The Light there is a 
new character, Cromwell’s illegitimate 
offspring. Is she your creation and, if 
so, why?
HM: Cromwell had a son, who is  
very well documented. He was called 
Gregory and he married the sister  
of Henry’s third queen, and had a 
large family. The character I have 
introduced is a daughter. It is possible 
Cromwell did have an illegitimate 
daughter, called Jane. But we can’t be 
sure about her date of birth and we 
don’t know who her mother was. So 
rather than have a lame and awkward 
semi-fiction, I decided to be bold and 

give him a daughter he doesn’t know 
about – dating from his obscure early 
life, when he lived in Antwerp. She 
appears suddenly in the book and 
vanishes just as suddenly, like a 
creature from a myth. In real life he 
had two daughters, Anne and Grace, 
but they died as children and we don’t 
know anything about them except 
their names. So I didn’t want to 
confiscate the maybe-daughter who 
did survive, I wanted to re-create her.  

Has your vision of Henry’s wives 
altered in writing about them?
HM: I didn’t really have a vision  
of them, though I had a lot of facts. 
What is important to me is that the 
reader sees them through Cromwell’s 
eyes. That gives a different take on 
them – it defamiliarises them. 

Are there any similarities between the 
issues royal wives Kate and Meghan 
face today, and those Henry VIII’s 
wives faced?
HM: Today the monarchy has 
traditional, ceremonial status.  
Then it was a vital, central, powerful 
institution. It was what held the 
country together, and it really 
mattered to the security of the nation 
that there was a strong heir ready to 
take over. The chief role of Henry’s 
wives was to give him a son – in his 
view, and in the view of his country, 
councillors, parliament. Neither Kate 
nor Meghan have had difficulty with 
that, and if they had done, it wouldn’t 
have mattered to the outside world, 
though it might have mattered to 
them as individuals.

Probably the chief issue royal 
women face today is dealing with  
the stranger who is their public  
image, the one created for purposes  
of entertainment. In Tudor times, 
people didn’t even know what the 
queen looked like. They knew how  
a queen ought to be – beautiful, 
compassionate, fertile, and preferably 
of royal blood herself. But these 
demands weren’t mapped onto  
the body of a real woman. 

Do you think women in positions  
of power are just as vulnerable  

to misrepresentation and being  
used as scapegoats today as they  
were in Tudor times?
HM: Sadly, they are still subject  
to an often hostile male gaze. But 
increasingly, there are good role 
models, so I’m hopeful. It still requires 
courage to be a woman in public life, 
but attitudes have changed hugely in 
two generations. 

Do you see any of Henry’s traits in 
world leaders today?
HM: Kingship is unique, I think, and 
the nature of politics and government 
very different today.

What do you make of the current 
schisms with the House of Windsor?
HM: I don’t know enough to 
comment – none of us do – and  
I’m against gossip. We’re all just 

consuming and recirculating the same 
highly processed rumours.

You have said that The Mirror & the 
Light has been the most challenging 
book of your writing career. How so?
HM: As Cromwell took on bigger jobs 
and more jobs in government, the 
documentation increases, his daily  
life becomes more complex and more 
crisis-ridden. So there was a huge  
task of sorting and sifting, selecting, 
making the complexities of history 
available to the reader. Also, the last 
book had to carry the other two 
within it. It acts as a mirror, and  
it casts fresh light on Cromwell’s  
early life.

Did you feel the weight of expectation 
from readers as you were writing?
HM: Day to day, the scene in front of 
me is enough to think about – I tend 
to exclude everything but the story. 
Public expectation couldn’t be greater 
than the demands I place on myself, 
but I am extremely grateful to those 
readers whose enthusiasm has carried 
me along through some strenuous 
years, and who have been patient  
all this while. I hope they will  
feel rewarded. 

Is it now over for you or have you 
uncovered other areas in Henry’s reign 

that deserve further investigation?
HM: I wasn’t so much drawn to  
the Tudors, as drawn to Thomas 
Cromwell. It would have been neat to 
complete the stories of all six wives, 
but without his central consciousness, 
not possible. However, all the wives 
are in the book – though you have  
to look closely for wife number six. 

Do you see any parallel between 
Cromwell’s modest start in life and 
your own?
HM: I’m naturally drawn to 
characters who try to grab the pen 
and write their own story. 

Tell me a little about your childhood 
in Derbyshire, your relationship  
with your mother and how that 
shaped you?
HM: I am a child of my mother – 
Margaret’s – first marriage. My 
mother went to work in the local 
cotton mill at 14. She was a bright 
and talented woman, and wanted 
more. She wanted a good education 
for me, and she made me ambitious.  
I worked very hard at school to try  
to secure a future for myself. 

You were the first in your family to  
go to university. Did this set you apart 
from your family?
HM: I was part of a generation that 

had opportunities that previous 
generations didn’t. We had free tuition 
and a maintenance grant, so the 
education system offered a real hand 
up to students from families without 
much money. But my family saw the 
fact of getting to university as opening 
a magic door to a bright future – they 
didn’t really understand that to be  
a lawyer, as I hoped to be, I would  
need more resources to train after 
completing my first degree. And there 
was no one to tell me, as the girls from 
my little convent school usually 
studied arts subjects, and many then 
trained as teachers. I was on my own 
path, and it was rocky.

You have suffered a great deal with 
endometriosis, having a hysterectomy 
at 27. Do you think this experience 
has informed your work?
HM: When I was 22, at that point  
my health began to fail. I had 
undiagnosed endometriosis and was 
increasingly ill. It was clear to me that 
I was going to need new plans, and 
that I would need a career where I  
was my own boss and worked my 
own hours.

I understand you lived in Botswana 
for a while. What did you learn from 
African life, and what made you 
return to the UK?
HM: I spent around five years there 
with my husband, a geologist, who 
was involved in mineral exploration. 
Much of what I learned went into  
my later novel, A Change of Climate. 
From there we went to Saudi Arabia 
– which produced my novel Eight 
Months on Ghazzah Street. By the 
mid-eighties, when I was a published 
writer, we returned to UK so I could 
make my career. 

Is it too early to say what next? 
HM: Next up is the theatre adaptation 
of The Mirror & The Light. I don’t 
want to make promises about what 
comes after that. I need to have a  
long think. AWW

The Mirror & the Light by Hilary 
Mantel, published by Fourth Estate,  
is on sale now.

“I’m drawn to characters 
who write their own story.”

Hilary holds her Dame 
Commander of the British 

Empire medal, presented for 
services to literature.

Hilary with husband 
Gerald in 2014 (top), 

and with her Man 
Booker Prize for 

Bring Up the Bodies 
in 2012 (right)..


